The promise of microarrays has been of apocalyptic dimensions. As put forth by one of their inventors, “all human illness can be studied by microarray analysis, and the ultimate goal of this work is to develop effective treatments or cures for every human disease by 2050.” All diseases are to be redefined, all human suffering reduced to gene-expression profiles. Cancer has been the most common early target of this revolution and publications in the most prestigious journals have heralded the discovery of molecular signatures conferring different outcomes and requiring different treatments. Yet, in today’s Lancet, Stefan Michiels and colleagues show that, on close scrutiny, in five of the seven largest studies on cancer prognosis, this technology performs no better than flipping a coin. The other two studies barely beat horoscopes. Why such failure?

Give me information on a single gene and 200 patients, half of them dead, please. I bet I can show that this gene affects survival (p=0.05), even if it does not. One can do analyses: counting or ignoring exact follow-up; censoring at different timepoints; excluding specific causes of death; exploiting subgroup analyses; using dozens of different cut-offs to decide what constitutes inappropriate gene expression; and so forth. Without highly specified a-priori hypotheses, there are hundreds of ways to analyse the dullest dataset. Thus, no matter what my discovery eventually is, it should not be taken seriously, unless it can be shown that the same exact mode of analysis gets similar results in a different dataset. Validation becomes even more important when datasets become complex and analytical options increase exponentially. Typically, patients are split into separate training and validation sets. In another common approach, each patient is left out in turn, a model is built, and then checked against the excluded patient.

Validation is still an analysis and can be manipulated as can any analysis. Several variants of inadequate or incomplete validation have been described. Furthermore, when the same team does both the original analysis and validation thereof, one might consciously or unconsciously select the best-performing pair of training-validation data and analytical mode. Against this licence-to-analyse, one can use always and strictly the same method, generate randomly many training and validation sets, and examine whether results are stable. But then, as Michiels and colleagues show, the selected “important” genes rarely coincide across random replicates. Published estimates often seem excessively optimistic, probably due to serendipitous selection bias either in the analysis mode or in the validation process.

Microarrays produce information of unparalleled wealth. This information is their great, fascinating advantage—and their downfall. Let us suppose for a moment that no gene is important for any disease outcome and that it is all random noise. That scenario is scary: this noise is so data-rich that minimum, subtle, and unconscious manipulation can generate spurious “significant” biological findings that withstand validations by the best scientists, in the best journals. Biomedical science would then be entrenched in some ultramodern middle ages, where tons of noise is accepted as “knowledge”. However, hopefully, some biological variables must indeed be important—but how do we suppress surrounding noise? If 30 genes determine the outcome of a specific cancer, we expect upfront that each gene (of 30 000 tested) has a 1:1000 chance on average to be truly important. The same caveat applies not only in gene-related applications, but also in proteomics, and all discovery-oriented molecular research where enormous databases can be rapidly generated from just a handful of patients. With such massive information, usually there cannot be any strong a-priori hypothesis that specific biological factors are more important than others. Any confident claims of “biological plausibility” sit on very slippery ground.

True discovery remains a challenge in the molecular era. Routinely repeated random sampling for multiple validations is useful. Perhaps more importantly, validations should be done by several completely independent teams. I cannot stress “completely” enough here. Some journals, dismayed at the questionable replication of some molecular research, propose that papers should also contain inde-
Early supported discharge: a valuable alternative for some stroke patients

In this issue of The Lancet, Peter Langhorne and colleagues report the benefits of early supported discharge (ESD) teams as an effective health-service option for a selected group of stroke patients. Since 1997, when Langhorne and his co-workers in the Stroke Unit Trials Collaboration reported the advantages of integrated stroke care,1 this care is now embedded in most stroke services worldwide. However, between countries the organisation of stroke care differs; different types of institutions participate, which have their own specific treatment modalities. Several treatment options are usually available, depending on the patient’s need for further rehabilitation therapy; each option has specific admission criteria, and consists of some form of inpatient or outpatient treatment in specialised care centres. District sick bays or similar institutions might serve as hotel facilities where the patient can recover from the stroke during a limited period without receiving specific rehabilitation treatment. Some countries have in-hospital rehabilitation facilities, which lengthen hospital stay, while in other countries, transfer to a specialised rehabilitation centre will take place as soon as the patient is medically stable. In their recent meta-analysis Langhorne and his fellow Early Supported Discharge Trialists refer to treatment at home given or coordinated by a multidisciplinary team as ESD;2 in today’s Lancet they evaluate the effects of this new health-service product.

Earlier Cochrane reviews concluded that, compared with standard care, integrated stroke-unit care reduces the odds of death, aftercare in specialised institutions, and dependency recorded at final (median 1 year) follow-up.1 When researchers could not identify a specific factor responsible for the remarkable improvement in outcomes from integrated stroke-unit care, they switched their focus to the organisation of health care. Because of this shift in focus, the Cochrane review from 2000 showed that people who entered the ESD programme and benefited most from it tended to come from a selected group of elderly patients with discrete disabilities.3 In the current updated Cochrane review, Langhorne and colleagues conclude that ESD should be considered part of a comprehensive stroke service. They show that a coordinated multidisciplinary ESD team yields the best results in stroke patients with moderate disability; and again they added valuable information to the organisation of health services for stroke patients. ESD might become a new health-service product in many countries.

However, many questions remain. What patients are eligible for ESD? Selection of patients in the studies included in the latest review was based on need (persisting disability), practicability (living within the local area), and stability of the medical condition. Prespecified subgroup analyses
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